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‘ UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
MAX STOEHRER AND HAROLD STOEHRER, OF METHUEN, HASSACHUSETTS, ASSIGNORS 

T0 STOEHBER & PRATT DODGEN CORPORATION, OF LAWRENCE, MASSACHUSETTS, 
A CORPORATION. 

AMUSEMENT APPARATUS. 

1,373,108. Specification of Letters Patent. g Patented Mar. 29, 1921. 
>Application ñled December 7I 1920. Serial No.v Älit-8,997. 

To all whom it may concern:  
Be it known that we, MAX S'ronnnnn and 

HAROLD STOEHRER, citizens of the United 
_ States, residing at Methuen, in the county 

t of Essex and ate of Massachusetts, have 
invented certain new and useful Improve~ 
ments in Amusement Apparatus, of lwhich 
the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to an amusement 

apparatus including cars of a self~propelled 
type equipped with novel instrumentalities 
to render their manipulation and control 
difficult and uncertain by the occupant 

\ operator. 

That is to sa ,the present invention pro 
poses to provi e a novel amusement appa 
ratus including a floor, platform or other 
area having thereon a plurality of inde 
pendently manipulated occupant-controlled 
cars or vehicles supported in such a manner 
that, in the hands of an unskilled operator, 
'they will follow a promiscuous, irregular, 

l or undefined pathover the floor or other 
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area, to not only produce various sensa- ‘ 
tions during the travel of the vehicle but 
to collide with other cars as well as with 
portions of the platform provided for that 
purpose. In this connection, it is proposed 
to provide an entirely safe device that 
may _be readily controlled by the operator 
through the stopping ofthe motive el`e~ 
ment, but which during the operation of 
the latter, re uires _the utmost skill and 
attention of t e occupant-driver to cause 
the car or vehicle to dodge other vehicles 
or obstructions on the floor. 

Therefore, it will be apparent that a gen 
eral object of the invention is to provide 
an amusement device including what may 
be termed a running field or -arena having 
thereona plurality of independently voper 
ated cars or vehicles capable of being steered 
by the occupant to dodge or avoid other 
cars or obstacles, but which normally have 
a tendency to compel the operator to follow 
a pathA of travel or course other than a 
straight and direct path. ` 
A further and more specific object of the 

invention is to provide an apparatus of a 
type that may conveniently utilize electric ` 
current‘as the motive power for driving the 
motors of the individual cars, and to this 
end, it is roposed to make the floor one 
electrode of) the circuit over which the drive 

ing wheel ofthe motor travels, and through 
l which the current is conducted to the mo 
tor, while the other electrode is an over 
head conductor coextensive with the floor 
and traversed n‘by a trolley connected with 
the motor. , ‘ 

With the above and other objects in view 
Y which will more readily appear as the na 

v ture of the invention is better understood, 
the sameconsists in the novel construction, 
combination and arrangement of parts, 
hereinafter more fully described, illustrated 
and claimed. ` 

A preferred and practical embodiment of 
the inventionl is shown in the accompanying 
drawings, in which :- , . 

Figure l isa plan view, partly in section, 
of the platform of the apparatus showing a 
plurality of cars positioned thereon. ‘ 

Fig. 2 is a detail vertical sectional view 
on the line 2~2 of Fig. 1 showing the over 
head and platform conductors and one of. 
the cars located on the latter. Y 
Fig. 3 is a bottom plan view of one of 

the cars clearly illustrating the unguided 
supporting rollers and the occupant steered 
and motor driven ‘traction unit. 

Similar reference'numerals ̀ designate cor 
responding parts throughout the `several 
figures of the drawings.' 
The apparatus embodying the present in 

vention is capable of being made a perma~ 
nent structure atv amusement resorts and the 
like, or on the other hand it may bejcon 
venièntly set up at carnivals, fairs and other 
places of amusement, and, while in the pres 
ent embodiment, the individual cars are in 
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tended- to-befelectrically driven, it will of Y 
course be understood that the invention is 
not limited to this means of propulsion for 
the individual cars. In other words, the 
invention is" directed particularly to an 
amusement ̀ ap aratus including'a more or 
lless defined p aying field, platform, Hoor, 
or other support, preferably inclosed, and 
having thereon a plurality of independently 
and individually manipulated cars or ve 
hicles capableïòf being steered to dodge Jor 
clear other vehicles, but by reason of pe 
culiar structural features, are compelled to 
more or lesspiollow an uncertain course 
which frequently results in collisions with 
.other `CMS and-’_ffwith the sides of the in 
yclosure to produce sensations and thrills not 
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obtainable.y through devices which are in 
tended tofollow a direct or straight‘path as 
inthe case ofthe ordinary automobile.v 
n ' I-n carrying'theY inventioninto effect,` the 
Mplatfcrmor running` field 1 is- preferably in 
closediby suitablev relatively> stout sills 2 or 
the like which constitute the “banks” or 
bumpersrfor preventin theA cars from leav 
ingfV the platform, whi e the surface of the 
latter isf í'efcra'bly covered Witha plurality 
of metaliic _sheetsn electrically connected or 
'bonded-«'¿so _aste makef in effect'a continuous 

._ mea‘ll‘iselectrode; 3L which @Overs *he entire 
" A playing“randjes-pianura; < This metallic 

' 1'5: 

wire's'i'ilfofanïelectric circuit while the other 
electrode@ is connectedwith one*l of the 

" is connected" with an overhead conductor 6 

A „. aroux'idïA the» edges: of the 
20." 

supported onthe frame-work 7 located 
latform -1 and 

serving tofsupport the con uctor 6 in such> 
.1 a mannerirthat it is entirely coextensive with 

' the»v metallicv electrode 3. Any suitable and 
p' convenient'material may be used. for the 

2 CH 
overhead» conductor or electrode 6, and .as 

~ showme-suitableand readily obtainable w1re 
'a meshmay bey used. 

g, 

The» conductor‘fsurface’ß of they platformV 
1 sup orts a plurality of independently 
steered? and controlled cars C of the general 
type disclosed in my cfìpending application 
b'erialf Number 369,381 

, _ASÍ shown-lin Fig. 2, these; cars preferably 
` y l'con'si'stof .aibase or floor 8 supported on a 
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'pluralityfofïunguided rollers 9pof the caster 
__type,V while theupper sidefof the platform 

... 'carriesI an; operator’s seat k10-> and steering 
. '_'device 11 forcontrolling the pro 

"` 'fe »tractionfpnitî-l2`f.swiveled in. the 
' centrically 
" steeringï" thro 

elling or 
oorv 8, ec 

hereof, and shiftedlby the said 
A Y ugh‘thew'sprocket and 

chainconhections 13,14-and15, vthe latter 
‘s 15 being af part >of the inoto‘r assem~ 

`jb yi@ The said tractionk device 12 includes 

l Írectlon throu a 
` ',f driven'by a sultableelectric-motor 17. This . 

the' main 'traction 1 orf vdriving . wheel 16 
adapted to` be shi'fted’or rotated in any di 

l1 the,V steering` >device and 

` motor 17 rvhas` one of itsterminals grounded 
' through the' tractionwheel 16 that travels Y 
,on the conductor-3 of the platform, while. 50 

.' g the" other terminal is connected by an. over 
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headtrolley device 18-19 directly"` with the 
overhead _conductor 6. For the urpose of 
opening and closing the circuit tliiough the 
motor tostofp or propelthe car, an operator-’s 

rovided on the floor of the car 
adjacent the ase’of thecolumnof the steer 
`ing device `11, whereb the operator' can 
cause the motion ,of t e car to cease or 
proceed as he desires. 

the edge of 
absorbing ele 

shown,‘augmen_ted by thecoil sprmgs 22. 
‘Another feature of improvement the 

led March 27, 1920.. 

ì _ ‘v It is proposed to  

v eqÍul each. of' the cars around 
' the oor 8 with suitable shock 

1 ç1 ments 21 which lmay be of the fiat spring type v 

1,373,108 

cars shown herein is that of supplementing 
the support for the floor of the car by a 
fixed roller in addition to the unguided roll 
ers of the caster type. That is to say, while 
it is proposed to retain the unguided caster 
feature it is >proposed to introduce another 
element of uncertainty in combination with 
said unguided rollers and eccentric traction 
unit, namely a fixed roller which at times 
acts as a pivot as will presently appear. 
As shown in Fig. 3, it will be observed 

that the roller 9“, which is preferably lo 
cated in the same circumferential line as the 
unguided rollers 9, is fixed or stationary as 
distinguished from swiveled and has its 
tread surface always disposed in the samo 
relatively fixed position. ,lVhen the trac 
tion Wheelv 16 and fixed 'roller 9‘ are in 
alinement, the car may be driven over a 
straight path but when the traction wheel C 
16 is thrown out of alinement with the fixed 
roller, the latter will act more or less as a 
pivot which will cause the car to swing out 
of its straight path and also disarrange the 
positions of the unguided casters which has 
the effect of throwing the car in an unex 
pected direction. If the momentum of the 
car is considerable when the change of di 
rection is made the fixed roller may skid. 
The attempts of the operator` to stop the 
promiscuous motion of the car, of coursc, 
involves the manipulation of the steering 
unit in various directions, and each shifting 
of the traction unit naturally has a tendency 
to shift the car in a different direction, the 
unguided casters contributing to the irregu 
lar movement because the are not con 
trolled by the operator. T erefore, it will 
be' seen that in addition to the unguided 
supporting rollers 9, it is proposed to pro 
vide a relatively fixed roller which has the 
effect of introducing a new factor into the 
manipulation of the car which materially 
increases the difiiculty of progress or travel 
to the inexperienced operator or driver. 
From the foregoing, it is believed to be 

apparent that the present invention has par 
ticularly in view an apparatus consisting of 
a pluralty of individually dirigible cars 
adapted for promiscuous travel over a 
common surface, and which in the hands 
of an unskilled operator follow an irregular 
and undefined path,‘but are capable of being 
given a definite path of movement in the 
hands of a skilled >operator to dodge or 
escape collisions with other cars or the sidesV 
of the platform. This feature has the effect 
of creating an interest in the o eration of 
the car that is fascinating as we l as amus 
ing, and until the operator becomes skilled 
inthe manipulation furnishes many novel 
sensations and thrills'sought by pleasure 
seakers in the use of devices of this char 
ac er. 

This application is a continuation in part 
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of our former application Serial No. 369381 
filed March 27, 1920, as to allsubject matter 
in common. ~ ‘ 

Without further description, it is be 
lieved that novelty as well as the features of 
construction and operation will be readil 
apparent to those skilled in the art, and 1t 
will of course be understood that changes 
may be resorted to within the sco of the 
a- pended claims without departing from 
t e spirit of the invention. , 

1. An amusement device consistingrof the 
combination of a running iloor, an electri 
cally charged ceiling structure, a 'car hav# 
ing uncontrolled travelinv supports free to 
travel upon the running oor 1n any direc' 
tion, a manually shiftable motor driven' 
combined guiding and traction unit, and an 
electrical trolley having a promiscuous 
traveling `engagement with the charged 
ceiling. 

2. Ãn amusement device comprising in 
combination2 a running floor, an electrically 
charged ceiling structure, a car having un 
controlled traveling supports free to travel 
upon the runnin íloor 1n any direction, a 

'  manually control ed motor driven traction 
unit ada ted‘to be universally shifted about 
a vertica axis so as to have a promiscuous 
guiding movement over said floor, and an 
electrical trolley having a romiscuous 
traveling engagement with t e charged 

3. ín amusement device comprising in 
combination, a running floor included in an 
electrical circuit, an electrically charged 
ceiling structure, a car having uncontrolled 
traveling supports free to move in any di 
rection upon the said running ñoor, a single 
[combined guiding and traction unit mount 
ed to be shifted universally about a vertical 
axis, and an electrical trolley `having a 
promiscuous traveling‘engagement with the 
charged ceiling. ' 

4. An amusement device consisting ofy the 
combination of a runningiloor, a car pro 
miscuously movable thereon2 said car hav 
ing a plurality of freely swiveled support 

ing rollers permanently carried thereby, and 
manually steerable motor-means for driving 
one of said swiveled rollers. 

5. An amusement device including a car 
platform, a plurality of swiveled support 
ing elements permanently carried by the 
platform for permitting movement thereof 
in any direction, means for drivin ,one of 
said elements, and means for steering said 
driven element. ' 

6. An amusement device including a car 
platform, a vplurality of uncontrolled sup 
porting elements carried. by the latform 
for permitting movement in any irection, 
said elements being arranged 1n substan 
tially the same horizontal circular plane, 
and a traction unit universall shiftable 
about a vertical axis and locate inside the 
circle of the supporting elements. 

7. In an amusement device including a 
car platform having a plurality of uncon 
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troll'ed supporting elements for permitting . 
movement of the platform in any direction ` 
and arranged in substantially the same 
horizontal circular plane, and a traction ele 
ment universally shiftable about a vertical 
axis and arranged eccentrically with refer 
ence to the vertical axis of the car plat 
form. . 

8. An amusement apparatus including a 
motor propelled car having a plurality of 
freely swiveled supporting rollers, one rela 
tively ?ixed supporting roller, and a dirigi 
ble motor operated unit mounted therein. 

9. An amusement apparatus includinlgr a 
car having a plurality of relatively ee 
self-adjusting supporting rollers, a rela 
tively fixed supporting roller, and a dirigi 
ble traction unit disposed eccentric to the 
vertical axis of the car body. 
In testimony whereof we hereunto aíiix 
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our signatures in the presence of two wit- p 
IIBSSBS. 

YMax s'roEi-IRER. 
HAROLD sToE-HRER. 

Witnesses: 
Josnrn M. Hanonoon, 
WILLIAM F. Moms. 


